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Crystallization of mokcular liquids has many 
practical consequences, yet our understanding of this 
process at the microscopic level is rather limited. 

Recent computational advances made in the study of 
crystallization of liquids art reviewed with emphasis 
placed om molecular systems. Molecular dynamics 
simulation method is &scribed. Novel results 

concernitilg the microscopic dynamics of 

crystallization of a nonpolar molecular liquid, carbon 

dioxide, are presented. Crystallization of a polar 

liquid, water, is discussed, mainly in the context of 
electric field induced ice nucleation. 

The a y s t a l l i o n  of a liquid is a common 
phenomenon which occurs in many natural and 
technologicnl processes. Controlling this process is 
important in many areas of materials science. Yet our 
understanding of this process at the microscopic level 

is rather fragmented 

Thermodynamics views the transformation of 

a liquid into acrystal as a firstorder phase transition, 

In the absence of a foreign surface or particle to 
promote heterogeneous nuclearion, this phase 

transition begins with the spontaneous nucleation of 
atoms (ions) or moleculu into small aggregates 

which, if they reach a critical size, form the seeds for 
the new phase. Unfortunately, experimental 

techniques can not provide much information about 

individual nucleation events which occur on a sub- 

microsecond time-scale with critical nuclei having 

liner dimensions of a few nanometers. That leaves 
us with a simulation as a primary source of 

microscopic information. 
Over the past two decades computer 

simulations have pmvided us with a pchrt of the 

c~ystdlidcm of sinple rnaroabmc liquids by directly 
probing the microscopic dynamics of this phase 

transition (1-3). However, rather limited success has 

been reported for molecular systems. The 
crystallization of a molecular liquid, in contrast to a 
melting of a molecular solid, has not been readily 

observable in computer simulations. 
A simple explanation can be summoned 

Crystallization is an activated process, a transition 

between two stable states (i.e. liquid and regular 
solid) separated by a region of metastability, and it 



can be viewed as a crossing of the free enorgy barrier 

(or a series of barriers) in the phase space (4). When 
the fncenergy barriers arc much higher than kT,and 
when tho Uquid state trajectny encounters a "maze" 

of me~astable glassy "traps" which encompass a 
global minimum domain (representing the crystalline 
state), lthe crossing is an infrequent event, The 

glassy states which emerge upon reducing the 

temperature usually prevent a spontaneous nucleation 

of a molecular hetcrophase within the time-scale of a 

typical simulation. Although the crystallization of a 
simple Lennard-Jones fluid was first studied more 
than 20 years ago (5), only recently has the 
crystallization of molecular fluids been observed in a 
computer simulation (6,7). 

This paper reviews some recent advances 
made in the study of the crystallization of molecular 
liquids using computer simulations. Our focus will 

be on the freezing of balk liquids, the crystallization 
of molacular clusters is described elsewhen (8). 
Theontical aspects of liquid-solid transition (the 
nucleation theories) have been extensively covend in 

earlierreviews (9, 10). The Feminder of this paper 
is organized as follows. In Saction 2 we present a 

very brief introduction into molecular dynamics 

(MD) simulation method. The crystallization of 
nonpolar molecular liquids is discussed in Section 3. 
Section 4 describes a method for an enhanced 
configmertional sampling in MD simulations of the 
crystallization. Then, in Section 5 we focus upon the 

phenomenon of the electric field induced i x  

nucleation (the elcctroWng of watcr). Finally. 
our koncluding remarks can be found in Stction 6. 

' Molecular *amics simulation deals with 

the motions of a system of jndividh particles with 

respect to the forces that an present in the system 
(11. 12). In this method the positions of particles arc 

obtained by numerically solving differential 

equations of motion. The positions arc connected in 

time and, hence, reveal the microscopic dynamics of 

a system. 
MD simulation consists of three principal 

steps: (a) construction of a molecular model 

(intermolecular potential), (b) calculation of' 

molecular trajectories and (c) analysis of dynamic4 

trajectories to obtain physical-c'hemical properties. 

As a first step in performing a simulation one 
must choose a functional form for the intermolecular 

potential. Very often (but not always) the potential is 

assumed to be pairwise additive, i.e. the interactions 

in the system can be written as a sum of isolated two- 
body contributions: 

where U(?) is tho total intermolecular potential 
function and u,, is the pair potential. 

We may =mark that although rather complex 
potential functions exist (accounting for molecular 

flexibility and quantum effects, for example), 

simplicity has remained a very desirable trait of any 
interaction model employed in a computer 
simulation. Clearly, the fact that very long 

simulation runs an usually necessary if collective 

quantities such as the relaxation (nucleation) times or 

the dielectric constant are required nmains an 
important consideration. 

For instance. among water potentials the rigid 

point charge models such as SPCIE (simple point 
charge), TIP4P (transferable intcrrnoleculat potential) 
and PPC (polarizable point charge) appear to yield 
various physical properties close to that of the true 



system (13 -15). 

For non-polarizable water models, such as 
SPC/E or TIWP, the effective pair, potentials can be 

written as 

where 

is the Coulomb term in which the summation is 
carrying over the site charges k and 1 on the 

molecules i and j, respectively. and 

is the Lennard-Jones term which is evaluated only 
between oxygen sites, An additional interaction term 
due to induced dipole moments appears in the case of 
polarizable models, such as PPC (15, 16). In the 
SPCfE model each water molecule contains Olne 
charged sites, a charge of -0.8476 e on the oxygen 

position and two charges of +0.4278 e on the 

hydrogen positions placed tetrahedrally at distances 

of 1.0 A from the oxygen site. The Lcnnard-Jones 
parameters of the SPC/E potential ~ I ZqpO.6517 

Wmol and -3.166 A. 
In straightforward equilibrium NVE (constant 

density and energy) MD simulation the positions of 
particles are obtained by solving the Newton's 
equation of motion 

Here,F,is the f o m  on particle i caused by the N- l 

other particles, r, is its position, the dots indicate the 
time-derivatives, and m is the mass for particle i. 

The boundary conditions for the simulated system 
art largely dictated by the physical situation; for 
instance, if a bulk liquid or a solid is to be studied, 

periodic boundary conditions an usually employed 

(17). 
Integrating the equations of motion produces 

individual trajectories for particles from which the 

time averages, <A>, for various macroscopic 

physicalchemical properties can be obtained: 

In addition to static properties, such as the 
configurational energy and dielecnic constant, 

pressure, etc., various dynamical properties, such as 
the relaxation times and transport coefficients (the 

self-diffusion coefficient and viscosity, etc.), can be 
calculated. Recent advances in molecular dynamics 
simulation techniques, known as nonequilibrium 

molecular dynamics (NEMD),have now made it 
possible to study cornputationally dynamical 

processes as they essentially occur in physical 

experiments, i.e. the response of a system to applied 

external fields (18, 19), 
Briefly, this NEMD simulation technique. 

utilizes mom general non-Newtonian equations of 
motion which include a perturbation f ~ l d  as pan of 

the statistical-mechanical description. When the 

applied field does work on the system these 
equations of motion employ an appropriate 

thermostatting mechanism to nmow the dissipative 
heat NEMD has proven tobe a particular efficient 
appraach in the studies of collactive dynamical 

phenomena than traditional equilibriumMD methods 



(which involve the accumulations of the appropriate 

Lime-correlation functions). 

Although simulations of the crystallization of 

simple monoatomic liquids can be performed almost 

routinely (by simply reducing the temperature), the 
crystallization of molecular liquids still poses 

principal difficulties, similar to those encountered in 
studying p t e i n  folding - a large number of 
translational and rotational degrees of freedom which 
tend to relax into metastable ''traps" of the potential 
energy surfaces (PES) (20, 21). Metastable 
disordered ("glassy") states which emerge upon a 
reduction of tempeFture usually prevent the 

nucleation of a regular moIecular crystal on a time- 
scale of a typical simulation. A unique molecular 

system in which the spontaneous nucleation can be 

detected upon simple quenching is carbon dioxide. 

co, (7)" 
We have recently carried out a series of 

extensive MD simulations of carbon dioxide (C02) 
and have observed the spontaneous formation of an 

fcc (face-centered cubic) crystal from a supercooled 

liquid on time-scales of 10-10 to 10-9seconds over a 
narrow range of temperatures. It is worthwhile 
mentioning that the short-range interactions in the 
condensed phases of this model carbon dioxide 
account for approximately 75 % of the total 

configurational energy, which may explain its 
susce?tibility to crystal formation upon simple 
quenching. 

These MD simulations were performed with 
sampies of 108,256and 500 molecules at a constant 
density of 1.4 g/cm3 and employed the three-site 
Murthy-Singer-McDonald potential (22), as modified 

by Geiger et. al. (23). Ewald sums (and spherical 

cut-off for the larger systems) were utilized in cubic 
periodic boundary conditions to calculate the 

electrostatic interactions (11). Gaussian isokinetic 
equations of motion (18) wen integrated using a 

fourth-order Gear algorithm (24) with a time-step of 

2.0 fsec. 

Samples of supercooled liquid carbon dioxide 

were prepared at 180 K by rapid cooling a well- 
equilibrated liquid configuration at 300 K, a 
temperature well above the estimated mechanical 
melting point of 240 K, followed by a further 
equilibration for 200 ps. The resulting configurations 

of supercooled liquid CQ at 180 K served as the 

starting points in a series of MD simulations in which 

the temperature was further reduced at a rate of 30 
deglpsec from 180 K to the desired final value where 
it was fixed. These deeply quenched liquid samples 

were then allowed to evolve. The crystallization of 
carbon dioxide with the density of 1.4 glcm3 was 

observed on time-scales of hundreds of picoseconds 
to a few nanoseconds at temperatures between 70 

and 90 K. 

Fig, 1 displays the average total 
configurational energy and the pressure, as a 

function of time, for the 108 particle carbon dioxide 
sample quenched to a tempcrature of 85 K. In Fig. 1 

t=O corresponds to the moment when this 

temperature was established. Both the energy and 
the pressure clearly indicate the nucleation event at 

approximately 750 psec. (0.75 nsec). The 

"nucleation time" refers to the point along the 

system's trajectory beyond which the energy and the 

pressure sharply decrease (see Fig. 1). Similar time- 

dependencies in the energy and the pressure can be 
obtained for those samples that eventually undergo 
crystallization. 

A critical question that can be addressed in 
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translational order and the rotational order of the C02 

crystal emerge simultnneously. 

time (psec.) 

Figure 1 The timede ndence of the total 
configurational energy an8"the pressure for the 
carbon dioxide sample quenched to a temperature of 
85 K. Each point represents a block average taken 
over 19.0 psec. The nucleation time, tn, is 
approximately 750psec. 

these simulations is what microscopic changes 

accompany the liquid to solid phase transition. Fig. 
2 displays the carbon-carbon radial distribution 

functions (RDF),g(r), and the projections, h220(r), 

of the full pair-correlation function (25) which are 
useful for examining the average translational and 
orientational orders in the system, respectively. 

The average local structure in the system does 
not appear to exhibit significant changes until 
virtually the moment when the nucleation begins at 

approximately 750 psec. The RDF, g(r), and the 
projection h220(r) recorded at 10, 200, 400 and 600 
psec. after q,uenching are essentially identical; only a 

small change in these functions is detectable at t = 
700 psec. (see Fig. 2). Representative molecular 

configurations for this carbon dioxide sample 

generated at t = 700 psec. and at the completion of 

the simulation run arc shown, respectively, in Figs. 
3a and 3b. Fig. 3a illustrates the formation of 

disordered molecular layers as early precursors of the 
crystalline heterophase. Detailed analysis of 
molecular configurations generated in the proximity 
of the phase transition suggests that both the 

Figure 2 The local structure in the carbon dioxide 
sample quenched to a temperature of 85 K at 
different stages of its liquid to crystalline-solid 
transition. (a) The carbon-carbon radial distribution 
functions, ; (b) the orientational distribution 
functions, h 59-d(r). The dotted and the henvy-solid 
lines portray, respectively, the local structure in the 
supercooled liquid at the beginning of the simulation 
run (at t = 10 psec.) and in the resulting crystalline 
solid. The solid line marked with open squares 
represents the local structure just prior to 
crystallization at t =700psec. 

The critical nucleus (shown in Fig. 4) which 

arrives in metastable liquid C02prior to catastrophic 
crystal growth features a ramified structure. 
Apparently, deep quenches in this molecular system 
initiate the nucleation process that can not be simply 

described by the classical nucleation theory (9, 10) 



Figure 3,  Molecular configurations of carbon 
dioxide at 85 K (a) at t = 700 psec after quenching 
and (b) at the completion of the simulation run. The 
black spheres are the carbon atoms and the gray
spheres arc thc oxygen atoms of C02 rnoleculcs. 

which portrays critical nucleus as a compact objcct 

with well-defined surface. 

While the RDF and the projection h*2o(r) 

appear rather insensitive to the microscopic changes 

taking place in the system up to the moment of the 

phase transition, it is the self-diffusion coefficients 

that exhibit a mon pronounced response. We have 

examined for the mean self-diffusion coefficient D 
and its two principal components, DL and Dl, 
characterizingthe translational motions of linear C02 

molecules in directions perpendicular and parallel to 
their principal axes (26). Their values were 

accumulated (as averages taken over 30 psec.) at 
various points along the system's trajectory at 85 K 
and are displayed in Table I .  In the transforming 

liquid the translational motions of CO;! molecules 
perpendicular to their axes "freeze" more rapidly than 

the motions parallel to their axes (compare DLand & 
in Table 1). As a result, the anisotropy in the self-

diffusion coefficient as measured by the relative 
difference of the orthogonal components, (D~-Dll)hl, 
increases three-fold between 400 and 700 psec. We 
note that the mean self-diffusion coefficient. 

Table 1 
The mean self-diffusion coefficient, D, and its two 
principal components, DL and Dg,obtained during 
the evolution of a C02 system at 85 K. Nucleation 
occurs at approximately 750 psec. 

time DX1Od DIIX1o6 DLX1O6 (DL-DII)/D 
psec cm21sec cm21sec cm2/sec 

Figure 4 Critical nucleus prior to a catastrophic
crystal growth. 
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D=1/3(2DL+Dll), decreases almost 5-fold during the 
same time-period. Clearly, the development of 

directional anisotropy in the local molecular diffusion 

is crucial in the nucleation process. 
Nucleation times when plotted versus final 

temperature indicate the existence of a minimum in 
the time for crystal formation at a specific 

temperature (in the case of C02near 75 K),as can be 
seen in Fig. 5a. It is interesting to note that this 
feature of the crystal nucleation dynamics has been 

. O O j . ;  , A i 
0 

0 to0 200 300 400 500 660 

System size (N) 

Figure 5 (a) The nucleation times, tn, for 108 
particle samples of carbon dioxide at a density of 1.4 
g/cm3. In this TIT (time-temptratun-transformation)
plot the triangles and circles are results obtained in 
two independent series of simulations (b) The 
system size effects in the nucleation times. The 
squares, circles and triangles arc values observed for 
108, 256 and 500 particle samples, respectively, of 
carbon dioxide at a density of 1.4 g/cm3 quenched to 
a temperature of 75 K. . , .  

prcdictcd by thc classical nucleation theory. 

Several simulations have been carried out 
with systems of 256 and 500 molecules to examine 
rhe influence of the sample size. These results arc 

shown in Fig. 5b. Following the same preparatory 
procedure, rapid quenching of thm independently 

equilibrated 256 particle samples from 180 to 75 K 
resulted in their crystallization at 0.8, 2.54 and 2.8 

nsec., respcctively, representing approximately a 5-
fold increase in the mean nucleation time when 
compared with 108 particle samples. It is 

worthwhile noting that similar sample size effects 
have been previously observed by Honeycutt and 

Andersen in their MD simulation study of simple 

atomic Lennard-Jones systems (27). Spontaneous 
crystallization in 500 particle samples was observed 
at times that are smaller than those obtained for 
N=256. This observation indicates that with a 500 
particle C02 sample the process of the catastrophic 
crystal growth from the metastable liquid is 
becoming less biased by the periodic boundary 
conditions. . .  

The crystals of carbon dioxide obtained in 
these simulations feature the same regular fcc 
packing of carbon atoms found experimentally (28), 

as can be seen in Fig. 3b. They occasionally exhibit 
some rotational defects (but obviously not the 
rotational disorder found in plastic crystals), in 

accord with experimental observations which indicate 
the presence of some rotational defects in real CO;! 
crystals (29). A rotational phase transition into a 

plastic crystal (30) before (translational) melting hs 
been found, for instance, in solid N2, making it an 

interesting candidate for computer simulations. , 

Aside carbon dioxide, only a few, orhet 
nonpolar molecular systems have been successfqlly 
crystallized in a molecular . dynamics simulation. 

Recently, Gray and co-workers (31) have rcponed 



upon the possibility of crystallization of simple 

molecular fluids through shear-induced nucleation. 

In their work with diatomic and triatomic Lennard- 

Jones fluids they have imposed a linear velocity 

gradient normal to the flow dinction, thus simulating 
planar shearing flow. It has baen found that 

positilonal ordering takes place even when 
orientational ordering is not in evidence, and the 
subsequent transition on cooling from a positionally 
o r d c d  system to a fully crystalline state takes place 
with ease. Their theoretical estimates suggest that 

thermally induced shear fluctuations of sufficient 
magnitude to induce ordering may occur in 

equilibrium systems. 
Also, Esselink and co-worker$ (32) have 

p e r f o d  extensive MD simulations of melting and 

freezing of the chain Lennard-Jones molecules 
representing n-alkanes (ranging from butane to 
ddccane). Starting from amorphous phases they 
have observed an ordering, consistent with 

hexafional packing. Their results seem to indicate 
that smaller chains crystallize slower, with butane as 
an extreme exampk. 

Significant savings of computer time in the 
studies of crystallization can be achieved by using 

various sampling techniques which help enhance 

(accelerate) the configurational search through a 
coarse graining of the phase space, by lowering the 
potential barriers between local minima on the PES. 
Simulated annealing is the most straightforward 
appcoach that can be used to improve sampling of the 
PES. In reant years a variety of refined techniques, 

such as umbrella sampling. multicanonical sampling, 

genetic algorithms, force (anti-force)-biased 

methods, etc., has been implemented, both in Monte 
Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulations (33-37). 
In this paper we describe a simple and 

practical method with which to perform an enhanced 

configurational sampling in molecular dynamics 

simulations, our main goal being to achieve a faster 
crystallization of a supercooled C-. 

A faster crystallization of a supercooled 
molecular liquid can be accomplished by inducing 
small stochastic perturbations to the intermolecular 

potential as the system moves along its phase space 
trajectory. In this method. the intennolecular 

potential for the system, u(r). is scaled at each MD 
time-step by a random number, a, 

so that 

whew un(r)* and a n  are, respectively, the scaled 
intennolecular potential and its scaling multiplier at 

the time-step n, <...> denotes the usual ensemble 
average, and the first equality in Eq. (8) follows 

from the requirement that <an> = I .  The numerical 
value for a is determined through a recurrent random 

walk procedure around unity where each step of the 

random walker is performed at each new MD step. 

Essentially, this approach (combines a stochastic 

sampling in the parameter space for the interaction 

potential with the regular MD procedure. 

Formally, the restricted random walker a,or 
the potential muliiplier, can be defined as 
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and 

Aan+l =a(2R - a n ) ,  (10) 

where an+l is the potential multiplier at the next, 
(n+l), time-ptcp, Aan+l is the size of the step of the 
random walker, R is the random number generated in 

the interval [O, 11 and a is the numerical constant 

determining the width of the distribution sampled by 
a. We remark that thennostated equations of motion 

can accommodate these small stochastic perturbations 
to the regular intermolecular forces since at each 

time-step the random force experiences only a small 

change in magnitude. 
The nucleation times appear to depend 

significantly on a. In particular, using o = 0.0015 
(to determine the width of the sampling distribution 
for a)results in approximately a three-fold reduction 

in the crystallization time, as compand with the 
standard (a= 0, a I1.0) simulations. The induced 
stochastic forces are typically less than 1% of those 
resulting from the intermolecular interactions (i.e. a 
fell within the range 0.99 and 1.01). 

Figure 6 The potential energy distributions for 
carbon dioxide system accumulated in a standard MD 
simulation (thebroken lines) and in a simulation with 
a = 0.001!i (the solid lines). Liquid carbon dioxide 
at 180 K, supercooled liquid at 75 K prior to the 
nucleation event and aystal that e m s  from this 
liquid after the nucleation anrcptestnted. 

A not& featunof this simulation method is 

that it preserves the canonical (Gaussian) form for 

the potential energy distribution, P(U). Fig. 6 
displays the potential energy distributions for liquid 
C02 at 180 K accumulated in a standard MD 
simulation and in a simulation with a = 0.0015; at 
this temperatun the system is far from phase 

instabilities. Also shown in Fig, 6 are the results 
obtained at 75 K for supercooled liquid prior to the 

nucleation event and for crystal that emerges from 

this liquid after the nucleation. 
The incorporation of a random energy scaling, or a 
perturbing random force effectively increases the 

energy fluctuations experienced by the system, yet 

without changing average properties such as the 
energy or pressure. The resulting potential energy 
distribution for an equilibrium system P(aU), 
broadened by a restricted random walk in a ,  can be 

dtconvolukd back to the original diseibution , P(U), 
since 

This broader energy distribution must span 
more configurational states of the system. Random. 
yet small. distortions (perturbations) of the PES 
en* Ute trajectory to escape metasmble "tntps" by 
making accessible those high (and hence low) energy 
configurations that would not be normally sampled 
through the inherent thermal fluctuations, eventually 

leading to a faster nucleation, 

lhcrystallization of liquid water plays a 

fundamental role in many natural and technological 
processes (38). It is now well-documentai that a 



geometric match between the microscopic structure 

of a substrate surfacx and the ice structure can help.to 

facilitate ice nucleation at the surfaces of various 

materials. However, reports have persisted of 

another important mechanism with which nature 

controls the freezing of water. As various 

observations have indicated, some dating from the 
previous century. an electric field can promote the 
nucleaition of ice from supercooled liquid water. 
This electrofnezing effect plays an important role in 
many natural processes, ranging from tropospheric 
dynamics to frost damagc to cells (39, 40). It has 
been argued that local electric fields have the ability 
to incluce the crystallization of liquid water at 

surfac~es which can be distinctly different from those 

of ice (41). 

Using computer simulations we have 
examined electric field effects on the phase behavior 
of low-temperature watcr, and have discovered that 
an applied homogcncous static electric field can 
indeed induce crystallization of the supercooled 
liquid. In computer simulations of water, a highly 

polar substance, the application of an electric field 
facilitates the nucleation of polar ice from the 
metastable liquid (as it appears to in nature) 
providing a unique opportunity to study directly the 
process of crystallization of watcr at the molecular 
level, 

This paper reviews the electrofreezing of 

water as. modeled with the TIP4P and SPCE 
potent~~als;both have been shown to describe 

reasonably successfully the properties of the real 

liquid and various amorphous and crystalline ices 

(42. 431. Most of the work has been carried out 
with 256 und 64 panicle samples, respectively, in 
truncalted octahedral and cubic simulation cells. It is 
clear from - s)mmetry considerations that both 
truncalted octdhedral and cubic dmples with N = 
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1/2(4n3)and 8(n3), respectively, wherc n=l, 2, 3, 
... will accommodate an ice Ic lattice in periodic 

boundary conditions. The Ewald summation 
technique was used to evaluate the long-range 

electrostatic interactions. A fourth-order Gear 

algorithm with a time step of 1.25 fscc was used to 
integrate the equations of motion in which the 

rotational degrees of freedom were represented using 

TIP4P water, 250 K, E10.5 VIA 
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Figure 7 The time-dependence for (a) the pressure 
and (b) the 9% dipole saturation in TIP4P water 
samples with diffcnnt densities subjected to an 
electric field. Each point represents a block average 
taken over 12.5 psec. All data are at a temperature of 
250K for a field of 0.5 VIA. .The values at t=O 
represent field-off conditions. 
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quatirnions. Applied electric fields were typically 
between 0.1 and 0.5 v/A. These fields arc smaller 
than the average local (internal) electric fields within 

condense phases of water (which range around 1.5-
2.0 VIA). These values also lie within the operating 

range of modern lasers (44) and are comparable with 

the local electric fields experienced by water 

molecules near the surfaces of biopolymers. 
.Figs. 7a-b display. respectively the pressure 

and the % dipole saturation of several watcr samples 
as a function of time. The % dipole saturation is 
defined as (100% M)/ (N . )r), where M is a total 
dipole moment of a sample, N is the number of 
particles and p is the dipole moment of the water 

m~lecules. In this Figure t=O corresponds to the 

moment when the field was applied. Typical results 

obtained at temperature of 250 K and densities of p = 
0.90,0.95 and 0.98 g/cmf, respectively, are shown. 

The field-induced crystallization of liquid 
TIP4P water into ice I (7, 45) takes place within a 

small range of densities around 0.95 &rn3 at T = 
250 K, on a time-scale of a few hunded 

picoseconds. Upon application of the electric field 
these supercooled liquids appear to transform 
rapidly. within 50-80 psec., into amorphous-like 
(layered) materials. After approximately 120 psec. 

the pressure in these water samples increases 
markedly indicating a change of phase. At the same 

time their microscopic structures begin to 
demonstratethe features of a regular crystalline solid. 

At 160-20(l!psec,after the application of the field the 

pressure curves plateau marking the point beyond a 

new crystrnlline phase exists. The polar ice crystal 

that emerges at this stage still possesses numerous 
lattice defects and will melt if the electric field is 

removed. Melting of this imperfect ice crystal in the 

absence of applied f ~ l dcan be avoidedby quenching 
it to a temperature of 200 K. In the continued 

presence of the field, lattice defects tend to disappear, 
usually after a further 100-200 psec., and the 

resulting crystal is stable at T =250 K in the abscnce 

of the field. As one might expect the resulting 
crystalline samples attain a substantially lower energy 

and a higher degree of the dipole saturation than any 

amorphous samples at the same temperaturr. Fig. 8 

visualizes specific molecular configurations 

generated during the process of ice nucleation. 

0 psec. 70 psec. 

150 psec. 200 psec. 

Figure 8 Molecular configurations of a water 
system generated during a field-induced phase 
transition. (a) Initial liquid water configuration. (b), 
(c) and (d)Applied-field results at different stages of 
ice formation. The dots represent the oxygen atoms 
of the water molecules. The applied field i s  acting 
along the nonnal to the plane of the Figure. All data 
are at 250 K for a field of 0.5v/A. 



Fig, 8d displays the structure of a polar 
crystal formed from supercooled liquid TIP4P water 

at temlXTBNn of 250 K and density of 0.95 glcm3 
This structure can be identified as cubic ice I. 
Although hexagonal ice is the predominant crystalline 
form of water encountered on the Earth, the 

crystal)iization of liquid water into cubic ice can be. 

also observed, it has been argued that formation of 

cubic ice is kinetically favored under certain 
conditions. Small droplets of water in the upper 
atmosphere often freeze into cubic ice (46). In the 

laboratory cubic ice has been obtained by freezing 

liquid water in porous materials, by vapor-
deposil:ion, by warming amorphous and high-
pressure crystalline ices and by freezing very large 
clustcw of water in supersonic flow (47-49). As 

noted ~cent ly by Xia and Berkowitz (50), water 
layers next to the surface of charged Pt walls tend to 

acquire: a cubic ice structure. 
Simulation results reveal a remarkable 

similarity between the low-density amorphous ice 

and rhe disordered structures appearing a 
intermediate stages during crystallization of water. 

This sample consists of stacked molecular layers 
with l~umerous planar defects and long-range 

disorder within the layers. The local structure in this 

disordered material is characterized by a tetrahedral 
four-coordinated arrangement of hydrogen-bonded 
molecules. It does not exhibit the "interstitially" 

coordinated molecules peculiar to the local structure 

in liquid water at ambient conditions (51, 52) and 
high-density amorphous ice (53). An analogous 
packing pattern characterizes the low-density 
amorphous ice (53). We recall (51-52) that the 

interstitial coordination of Hz0 molecules accounts 
for the elevated pair-density in the region of the first 

minimum in the radial distribution function (RDF)of 

oxygen atoms, goo(r), for liquid water and high- 
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density amorphous ice at about 3.5 A. In the spatial 

distribution function, goo(r, Q), which represents 

the spatial analog of the RDF, this "interstitial" 

coordination appears as local maxima at 
nontetrahedral positions at separations of about 3.3-

Figure 9 The local structure in the supercooled 
liquid water at 250 K. (a) The radial distribution 
functions of oxygen atoms (b) The spatial 
distribution function of oxygen atoms. 8 denotes the 
angle between the dipole axis of the central water 
molecule and the oxygen-oxygen separation vector. 1 
and 2 identify, respectively, the first and the second 
tetrahedrally bonded neighbors of the continuous H-
bond network, and A represents nontetrahedral 
(interstitial) coordination,. 
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3.9 A. The representntive locnl spatial distributions 
of oxygen atoms in liquid water and cubic ice are 

shown in Figs. 9 and 10; the detailed analysis of 
local order in condensed phases of water can be 
found elsewhere (6. 51-53). 

These Figures provide direct evidence that the 

Figure 10 The local structure in the ice I at 100 
K. (a) The radial distribution functions of oxygen 
atoms (b) The spatial distribution function of oxygen 
atoms 0 denotes the angle between the dipole axis of 
the central water molecule and the oxygen-oxygen 
separation vector. 1, 2, 3 and 4 identify, 
respectivelly, the first, the second, the third and the 
fourth tetrahedrally bonded neighbors. of the 
continuou:~H-bond network. 

interstitial nontctrahedral coordination in liquid 
water, a local maximum in the spatial distribution 

function, goo(r. a.at approximately 3.3-3.9 A (see 
Fig. 9b), disappears when the supercooled liquid 

transforms into an ice (see Fig. lob), These 
interstitially coordinated molecules in water structure 

must clearly play a crucial role in characterizing the 

liquid water to ice transition. 

Another distinctive structural change evident 

from the spatial distributions of oxygen atoms is 
associated with the second (H-bonded) neighbors 

(identified as 2 in Figs. 9 and 10). In the 
supercooled liquid these neighbors appear over a 
wide range of orientations in the local frame. During 

the phase transition they collapse onto distinctive 

sites in the local frame giving rise to a sharp pair- 
density maximum in the SDF (see Fig. lob). 

Moreover, the third and fourth (H-bonded) 
neighbors which are virtually undetectable in the 
liquid water SDF (Fig. 9b) appear as well defined 
maxima in Fig. IOb (labeled as 3 and 4). We remark 
that for a crystalline solid the SDF representing 

0...0correlations exhibits tetrahedral symmetry; for 
example, the function goo(r, 42) in the plane of the 
ccntral molecule (i.e., $=O) is equivalent to the out- 
of-plane result shown in Fig. lob. This is not true in 

the liquid state. 
The influence of temperature upon the 

crystallization of TIP4P water was examined using 

samples with densities of 0.95 g/cm3 and an applied 

field of 0.5 VIA. At temperatures.above 250 K the 
regular solid produced by the field always exhibited 

some disorder, the thermal motion of t h e  water 

molecules allowing for rapid formation land removal 
of local lattice defkts. Ice crys&h obtained from 
more deeply supercooled water samples (at or below 

T=230K)were found to condn defccts,khich the 
applied field was unable to eliminate over 'the 



observal:ion dme, One possible explanation for their 
persistence is that at low temperatures the higher 
viscositj/ of original liquid prevents the proper 

orientation of (and in) the nucleation seeds. 

Recently, Borzsak and Cummings (54) have 

investigated the effect of an oscillatory shear in a 
combination with electric field on the freezing of 

water, They find that the simple step of adding 

oscillatory shear is a very useful tool in the 

simulations of freezing, resulting in a order of 
magnitude faster crystallization. 

The application of an electric field to liquid 

TIP4P water under pressures of 3-5 kbar and at 

temperatures of 225-240 K produces a new ice 
polymorph with an open quartz-like structure 
(hereafter ice XII),on a time-scale of typically 1 nsec 
(55). Wnteib expands upon freezing into this 

structure:, as it does during the nucleation of ice I 
which also features an open crystalline packing. The 
crystal structure of ice XI1 in its minimum energy 

configuration a[ 150 K has the density of 1.14 g/crn3 
and is shown in Fig. I I. 

Figure 11 The structure of ice XII at 150 K and 2 
kbars. The gray and the black spheres represent, 
respecti.vely, the oxygen and the hydrogen atoms of 
the water molecules. 

Igor MSvishchev & Peter G.Kusalii 

Each water molecule in the structure of ice 

XI1 has four nearest hydrogen (H) bonded neighbors 

at distances of 2.71-2.75 A. An important structural 
feature of ice XII distinguishing it from the known 

higher density crystalline forms of water is the 

absence of interstitially coordinated molecules. 
Independently, Baez and Clancy (56) have suggested 

that a similar quartz-like ice structure may be the 

therrnodynilmically preferred solid structure for 

SPC/E water at low and moderate pressures. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Crystallization of molecular liquids has many 

practical consequences in science and technology. In 

recent years, new computational techniques have 
been developed to study the microscopic dynamics of 

this process, Molecular dynamics simulations 
provide crucial insights into various microscopic 
transformations occurring at different stages of 

crystal nucleation. Despite these recent advances 
much remains to be accomplished. What is clearly 

needed is analysis of theoretical and experimental 
nucleation rates and critical nuclei in a variety of 
systems, in terms of molecular parameters. Aside 
their fundamental theoretical interest, these studies 

promise new advances in areas such as materials 

design and modification. 
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